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PARTNERING WITH APOGOS TO PREPARE TILSON FOR TREMENDOUS GROWTH

On a Mission

CONTACT

CHALLENGE
Growing faster than ever, Tilson developed a digital transformation strategy to prepare the company 
to meet the demands of the tremendous growth of America’s information infrastructure including 
the 5G rollout. Tilson needed a technology partner who could help them leverage the Microsoft 
Power Platform to accomplish their goals of improving efficiencies, reducing redundant systems 
and taking control of their data. These key challenges were driving factors in the decision to find 
a partner that:

• understands Tilson’s business (challenges, processes, and needs)
• can accelerate Tilson’s adoption of the Microsoft Power Platform including Power Apps
• can help Tilson save money and the reduce risks typically associated with technology  

implementation and adoption 

SOLUTION
By partnering with apogos, Tilson was able to 
identify process and application improvements 
to unify their data and processes across the 
business. The company eliminated seven  
systems and benefited in thousands of dollars 
in savings each year. 

“Partnering with apogos helped us accelerate our corporate goals to 
improve our technology footprint and business process in order to  
reduce technology costs, improve the accuracy and quality of information 
and improve our customer experience. 

Apogos understands our business and the Microsoft stack so we were able 
to achieve results very quickly. Within two months we were able to 
deliver our first application, Tilson Onboarding, with great user 
adoption and cost savings.”

Mike Dow, Tilson Chief Innovation Officer, Chief Information Officer 

RESULTS AND ROI
• $50 savings each time a subcontractor uses 

apogos Onboarding
• Significantly reduce onboarding risk by  

enforcing rigorous protocols including NDA  
• $51,000 expected 5 year savings from one 

apogos application
• Apogos will eliminate a minimum of 7  

systems with an expected annual savings of 
$90,000


